IDA Charter
The following document has been created and will serve as a stringent, yet fluid instrument
regarding the formation of the Idaho Distillers Association (IDA). It will contain our overall
purpose, mission statement, criteria for member acceptance and code of ethics. Note, it is our
initial intent to have complete and equal partnership from each member with no one member
being in charge unless voted upon at a sanctioned member meeting.
Purpose: To properly organize and gather select Idaho Distilleries to best represent our
collective goals and objectives into a single voice in order to facilitate communications into
the Idaho State Liquor Division and to effectively communicate among member’s industry
trends and competitive goals for distillers.
Mission Statement: To be the most efficient and comprehensive association to represent
Distilleries across the State of Idaho and to serve as an example to other “controlled” and
“non controlled” states across the country. Additionally, to support and promote ethical
distilled spirits marketing and responsible drinking in the marketplace and among consumers.
Criteria For Membership: Each member must be a fully accredited and approved industry
member holding a TTB Federal Basic Permit along with the complete backing of the Idaho
State Liquor Division and it’s respective rules. Each member must also be nominated and
voted in by the founding members using the IDA’s Code of Ethics as the most prominent
criteria for selection.
Membership Termination: Membership in the IDA may be terminated by a supermajority
(66%) vote of existing members.
Code of Ethics: Every member of the IDA must adhere to and sign our Code of Ethics
agreement in order to maintain membership.
Founding Members: 44 Degrees North Vodka, 8 Feathers Distillers, Bardenay Distillers, Corson
Distilling Systems, Distilled Resources, Inc., Koenig Distillers, Steve Oaks, LLC, Warfield Distillers,
LLC.

Hierarchy Of Members or Individuals of Members: No one member or representation of
any member will receive more voting power or jurisdictional control over any other member
unless voted upon.
Dues: Dues will be generated on annul basis starting at $300.00 per member.

